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Abstract
As the environmental load has recently increased, the use of sintered stainless
steel for automobile parts is increasing to help weight reducing, high performance and external exposure. Although the low priced pre-mixed sintered
stainless steel powder parts are used instead of the high priced pre-alloyed
powder parts, there have been problems of poor corrosion resistance and high
price because the parts are sintered at low temperature due to the change of
final part size. This paper describes the alloying process of producing parts
having high hardness and corrosion resistance through expanded high concentration chromium on the surface only of sintered steel, which is relatively
easier to sinter, using the pack-chromizing technology to improve hardness
and corrosion resistance to solve the problem. Notable is the coating where
the activated-chromium formed during the pack-chromizing process remains
in the coating layer can lower the friction coefficient of the coated layer to up
to 0.1. On the one hand, when the hydrocarbon gas was injected so as to promote the chromium-iron mixed carbide formed, the friction coefficient is increased to 0.4 with high hardness values. The thickness of the chromium alloying layer on the specimen can vary at the same temperature and same
phase of the coating layer depending on which chromium resource materials
(i.e. chromium or chromium-iron mixed powder) is used.
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1. Introduction
Pack-chromizing technology is an excellent coating method used in combustion
equipment for space, aircraft and power generation applications due to the excellent reproducibility and the outstanding material properties of anti-corrosion,
anti-oxidization and usability in high temperatures [1] [2] [3].
The pack-chromizing process is widely used in surface coating technology to
cost effectively improve the performance, the corrosion resistance, and the enhanced sulfuric environmental resistance of products. By means of chromizing
ferrous alloys, a cemented (or alloyed) surface layer of Cr, Fe and C is synthesized, and it enhances surface hardness, the wear resistance, and the corrosion
resistance of treated materials [1] [2] [3].
In the case of CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition), a precursor is required as
the raw material for making new surface on the products [4]. However, in the
case of pack-chromizing, no precursor is required; a simple mixture of the raw
designed-approaching resource material and halide compound is converted into
gas, inducing micro-alloying via diffuse-in reaction on the surface of products in
the equipment lower than the evaporation temperature of the metal when it is
heated in the atmosphere chamber. Therefore, the pack-chromizing process is
more advantageous in controlling the composite coating and the material properties of coating depending on the composition of the raw material.
Although it is a very simple process, it is reliable and continuously applied in
key part of power plant, large ship, aviation, and space, and thus the information
on the process is tightly guarded.
Various chromizing processes such as the pack-cementation method, the
molten salt technique, and the vacuum chromizing process have been developed
[5]. It is a kind of process in-situ CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) with a
three dimensional treatment with ease of method without using a high-priced
precursor.
As the energy scale of power plants, offshore plants, semiconductor, and aviation and space has grown, the mechanical are also subject to more severe corrosion and environments of wear such as high temperature and pressure. Furthermore, since the size of the parts has increased and the shapes are complicated, it is required to make the protective coating procedure efficient with respect to cost and quality performance.
The designation about an advanced pack-chromizing technology, which is the
diffusion coating technology through the pack cementation method to improve
the raw material optimization and alloy process of the pack-chromizing, is considered as one of the recommendable treatments satisfied with high-wear resistivity, coating uniformity, and the simplicity of the process at the same time.
The advantage of this process is that, unlike the CVD process, it can control
the surface alloy layer without using expensive precursor, discharges only hot
gas, and exists in a solid form even after the reaction. The material discharged to
outside with the ambient gas at the same time is the Cl2 gas that is generated by
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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the reaction of the activator contained in the raw material contains almost no
environmental hazard since it is dissolved to anion like the purified drinking
water.
Figure 1(a) shows the surface corrosion after a sintered stainless steel part has
been exposed to air for a year while Figure 1(b) shows the appearance of an
aluminum sputtering coated product and Figure 1(c) shows the corroded cross
sectional surface but sound coated layer when a pack-chromizing treated sintered steel part was cut and exposed to air.
Since Presnov reported about the wear resistance of sintered steel by
pack-chromizing technology to the variation carbon composition ratio in 1976,
no other paper has reported especially developed reports about the sintered
steels by pack-chromizing [6].
Kim et al. reported a phenomenon of a very low friction coefficient even
though the product had a higher surface roughness after the sintered-steel coating made a dimple of hardened phase composed with high hardness as various
precipitation chromium-carbide without deteriorating corrosion property.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Comparison of sintered stainless steel parts and
pack-chromizing treated sintered steel parts. (a) Sintered stainless steel, (b) Al sputtering sintered stainless steel, (c)
pack-chromizing treated sintered steel.
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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Furthermore, a unique advantage of pack-chromizing process is that superb anti-corrosion is established when the layers are densely formed. It also yields
hardness and a very low friction coefficient due to the structure of coating layer
acquired according to the process parameter and the contained elements. In the
initial stage, while not many study results on pack-chromizing process were
found, the research team had presumed that the friction coefficient of sintered
steel was low because of the impact of carbide precipitated dimples with high
hardness formed after the pack-chromizing process [7].
However, upon conducting additional research, it was found that it was difficult to explain the cause of low friction coefficient on account of high hardness
and the formation of dimples alone.
It was determined that the existence or formation of a certain amount of ammonium chloride crystals used in a small quantity as the activator affected the
friction coefficient.
It was also observed that depending on the composition of materials in the
pack, the formation behavior over the coating varied and affected the hardness
and thickness of the formed coating layer. Further, it was found that, according
to the composition, the process parameters affected the amount of chloride contained in the coating layer which in turn affects the friction coefficient.
In this study, the coating process was based on the formation of chromium
chloride (metal halide gas) with hydrocarbon (acetylene) gas in situ during the
processing. A metallic chromium and chromium-ferrous-alloys resource mixed
with halide activator (NH4Cl) were used as reagents and the surface alloying
process was obtained by means of heating a batch in dynamic purging and then
holding an argon static atmosphere and adding hydrocarbon gas.

2. Experimental Details
2.1. General Pack-Chromizing Process
The equipment structure for pack-chromizing process is shown in Figure 2. The
sintered steels were treated in a mixture powder of 99.5% purity Cr (10 wt%),
NH4Cl (0.4 wt%), and α-Al2O3 (89.6 wt%) as master alloy, activator, and inert
filler, respectively. The KCC process heated the material from room temperature
(~25˚C) up to 850˚C - 1000˚C in 1 to 2 hours soaking and then maintained it at
process temperature (850˚C - 1000˚C) for 25 hours. The pressure of the chamber
was initially vacuumed until 10−1 Torr (13.33 Pa) to remove oxygen and to prevent any side effects, and to sustain the same atmospheric pressure and conditions with the argon gas flowing at 1.0 liter/min during the reaction process.
The specific chemical compositions of sintered steel were measured by a spectrometer (AMETEK, Spectrolab), and the results are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Mixture Gas Ambient with Hydrocarbon Gas
Figure 3 shows the heating cycles of pack-chromizing process and patterns with
hydrocarbon gas under the same atmospheric pressure and condition with
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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Figure 2. Concept of pack-chromizing process including hydrocarbon atmosphere.
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Figure 3. Heating cycles of the pack-chromizing process and patterns with hydrocarbon
gas.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the sintered steel.
AISI4140

C

O

Concentration
(wt%)

0.6

0.14

N

P

0.002 0.009

S

Si

Mn

Cr

Cu

Ni

Fe

0.018

<0.01

0.2

0.07

0.10

0.08

Bal.

flowing argon gas of 1.0 liter/min and additive hydrocarbon gas (C2H2) during
the reaction process. The step of the carbide formation processes is typically
performed at different temperatures from 850˚C to 1000˚C for durations of
about 20 hours, limited by the diffusion and reaction kinetics involved.

2.3. Effect of Chromium only and Chromium-Iron Mixture
Resource
The pack-chromizing resource is composed of chromium of 99.5% purity as the
coating base metal taking up 20 wt% of the entire composition, the 70:30 mixDOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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ture of chromium of 99.5% purity (60 mesh) and iron powder of 99.5% purity
(60 mesh) taking up 20 wt%, ammonium chloride, the activator taking up 0.5
wt% and the remaining of powder made of α-Al2O3 (79.5 wt%). The preparation
is performed by putting the sample in the powder.
To remove moisture inside, the sample container including the pack is placed
and maintained in the oven preheated to 100˚C. After the removal of moisture,
the container is placed in the atmosphere chamber as shown in Figure 1, pressurized with argon gas and maintained for 30 minutes for purging. After purging
followed by the minimization of argon gas to 1.0 liter/min, the temperature is
increased.
The pack-chromizing process is maintained for about 1 hour after the chamber temperature increases from the room temperature to 930˚C, 970˚C and
1020˚C. Then, after maintaining the process for 5 hours, the chamber is turned
off. After having it cooled down to room temperature, the sample is removed
from the chamber and the thickness of the micro-alloying with diffusion element
is formed.

3. Results and Discussion
Sintered steels generally show a filling surface in proportion to the increasing
temperature (see Figure 4 and Figure 5) after pack-chromizing. As the
pack-chromizing process condition was below sintering temperature, the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. SEM images of the surface of coated sintered steel after pack-chromizing
process as a function of temperature. (a) 850˚C. (b) 900˚C. (c) 1000˚C.
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. SEM images of cross-section of pack-chromizing treated sintered steel as a
function of temperature. (a) 850˚C. (b) 900˚C. (c) 1000˚C.

chromium that diffused and reacted on the surface took part in filling voids,
thus reducing surface porosity (see Figures 4(a)-(c)).
Figures 5(a)-(c) show a cross-section of pack-chromizing sintered steel with
high chromium concentration diffused on the surface that generally helps to
form ferrite structure induced by pack-chromizing with a slow cooling rate.
After pack-chromizing process, the sintered steels had lower friction coefficients than those of the untreated specimens. As shown in Figure 6, the friction
coefficient of a pack-chromizing treated specimen was lower by up to 1/3 - 1/6
times the untreated specimen in the condition of the load weight of 5N and the
wear velocity of 10 mm/sec. All of the friction coefficients of the coated specimens kept appreciably dropped values around 0.2 below.
Sen et al. reported that the friction coefficient values from 0.38 to 0.55 by
Cr3C2 and Cr7C3 carbides although the substrate was not sintered steel [8].
However, it is still not enough to explain the phenomenon of the lower friction
coefficient of the sintered steels after pack-chromizing process.
Kim et al. had carefully insisted on a low friction at near 0.1, a reason of dimple with high hardness carbide formation [7].
The metal carbide (M7C3, M = Cr, Fe) and Cr3C2 carbides were observed on
the surface of the sintered steel after the pack-chromizing treatment by analyzing XRD pattern as shown in Figure 7 [6] [7] [8]. These carbides make the
layer’s hardness increase up to around 1700 - 2000 HV0.05. The hardened layer
with the carbide contributed to the sintered steel having wear resistance and a
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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Figure 6. Results of tribological test as function of
pack-chromizing temperatures.

low friction coefficient [6] [7].
Further investigation was conducted in the attempts to try to explain the reasons for the low friction coefficient of the chromium coating on sintered-steel by
EDAX and XPS analysis. As the results, after pack-chromizing treatment, the
morphology of the treated sintered-surface was a modified dense wrinkled (or
dimpled) structure although the sintered-steels originally had a porosity surface.
Thus it is concluded that the low friction coefficient property stems from not
only the intrinsic porosity but also the dimple morphology made up of the hardened carbides.
Figures 8(a)-(c) show a binding energy of Cr, Fe, O, C, Cl each elements of
coating layer by XPS analyzer as function of pack-chromizing coating temperature (a) 850˚C, (b) 900˚C, and (c) 1000˚C. And especially, it showed a Cr-peak
(2P3/2) and Cr-peak (2P1/2) of metal-chloride with M23C6 (M = Cr, Fe) carbide,
Cr2O3, and included a chromium-chloride onto the chromium alloying layer not
to be shown in the XRD analysis.
Therefore, the pack-chromizing treated sintered-steel has been affected by a
low friction coefficient phenomenon by a sliding wear testing method. It will tell
you why to assert importance for the concentration of metal-chloride not to be
attracted with its counter-parts during tribological tests with carbides including
a high chromium alloying layer that includes both EDAX and XPS with a low
friction coefficient.
Figure 9(a) for C1 and Figure 9(b) for C2 show similar morphologies on that
point of the same temperature as Figure 3(c) at 1000˚C. Figure 9(c) for C3 and
Figure 9(d) for C4 have shown similar images of the specimens surface comparing with Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) according to the coating temperature 850,
and 900˚C, respectively.
Chromium-rich sintered steel generally showed ferrite phase (see Figures
4(a)-(c)). However, it was determinately shown that it had a carbide-rich phase
(see Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b)) when the cross-section of the specimens
after the pack-chromizing including hydrocarbon gas was visually inspected by
an optical microscope.
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. The results of the X-ray diffraction pattern
analysis as a function of temperature. (a) 850˚C. (b)
900˚C. (c) 1000˚C.

The carbide forming pack-chromizing process resulted in different surface
hardness and hardness profiles as shown in Figure 11.
The hardness values, around 1200 - 1800 HV0.025, is a result of chromium-rich
coating with the precipitated-carbide phase M7C3. This yields a very high hardness of the surface. The pack-chromizing processes in the case of C1, C2, and C3
(see Figure 2) resulted in formation of M7C3 carbide above 930˚C. However, the
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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Figure 8. XPS analysis results of pack-chromized surface layer on sintered-steels as a function of temperature. (a) 850˚C. (b)
900˚C. (c) 1000˚C.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. SEM images of the surface of pack-chromized surface layer created in hydrocarbon atmosphere for each condition (C1-C4). (a) C1. (b) C2. (c) C3. (d) C4.
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10. SEM images of cross-section of pack-chromizing layer for each condition
(C1-C4). (a) C1. (b) C2. (c) C3. (d) C4.

Figure 11. Micro-Vickers hardness profile of pack-chromizing
treated layer for each condition.

C4 process showed a lower hardness value comparing to other tested processes
because it did not reach the limiting temperature, well-known activation energy
level, of metal carbide formation.
The chromium-iron carbides complex, M7C3 (M = Cr, Fe) and Cr3C2 were observed on the surface of the sintered steel after pack-chromizing process by analyzing XRD as shown in Figures 12(b)-(d). The hardened layer with the carbides resulted in the sintered steel to have wear resistance and a low friction
coefficient.
However, the results of XRD diffraction patterns of pack-chromizing
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12. The results of the X-ray diffraction analysis of the sintered steel processed using
pack-chromizing process with a hydrocarbon gas atmosphere. (a) C1. (b) C2. (c) C3. (d) C4.

processes with hydrocarbon gas atmosphere clearly show different carbide peak
intensity with similar temperature conditions (refer to Figures 12(b)-(d)).
Enriched carbon source from cracked hydrocarbon gas and chromium-iron carbide M7C3 with higher carbon ratio, took part in reactions from Equations (5)
and (6). The results of XRD diffraction pattern in Figure 12(a) and Figure
12(b) showed similar tendency to the hardness values of chromium coating layers with increased dominant carbides.
In the previous research, Sen et al. reported that the friction coefficient increased from 0.41 to around 0.5 by pack-chromizing, although the substrate was
not the sintered steel [8]. However, it is still not enough to explain the phenomenon of the lower friction coefficient of the sintered steels after pack-chromizing
treatment.
Our previous study carefully insisted on a low friction at near 0.1, a reason of
dimple with high hardness carbide formed [7]. The trend of friction coefficient
on the pack-chromizing treated layer of sintered steel surface processed in hydrocarbon gas conditions have been clearly shown at around below 0.5 in Figure
13.
After pack-chromizing treatment, the sintered steel sample has lower friction
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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Figure 13. Results of tribological test for pack-chromizing
process with hydrocarbon gas atmosphere for each conditions.

coefficients compared to the non-treated specimens.
As shown in Figure 14, in the conditions of load weight of 5N and wear velocity of 10 mm/sec. The carbide formation is advantageous or the reaction is
performed by not only using chromium material, but mixing Fe uniformly for
the layer, as in the case of Figure 14, the friction coefficient is observed to be low
by approx. 0.2. In the case of Figure 14, 7Cr-3Fe shows friction coefficient in the
range of 0.2 - 0.5 which is higher than that of the previous case.
In this study, regarding the fact that the greatest friction coefficient acquired is
positioned near to 0.2 - 0.4, Sen et al. argue that the friction coefficient is lowered by the formation status of carbide [8]. However this hypothesis is not
enough to explain the drop to 0.2 for the sintered specimen, as carbide formation would have resulted only in a friction coefficient of 0.5, and by means a
value lower than 0.5.
Therefore, the created materials during the pack-chromizing process are reviewed again in this study to explain the cause of low friction coefficient for the
sintered specimen despite similar conditions in the pack-chromizing process.
The chemical reaction between the main material of Cr and the activator of
NH4Cl (Ammonium Chloride) can be summarized as follows:
The reaction in the pack-chromizing resource mixture (showed only an equilibrium gas mixture for active reaction):
NH 4 Cl ( s ) → NH 4 Cl ( g ) =
NH 3 ( g ) + HCl ( g )

(1)

2NH 3 ( g ) → N 2 ( g ) + 3H 2 ( g )

(2)

2HCl ( g ) + Cr ( s=
) CrCl2 ( g ) + H 2 ( g )
CrCl x ( g ) + 1 2 xH 2 ( g ) =
Cr ( s ) + xHCl ( g )

(3)
(4)

The gaseous hydrochloric acid is subsequently transferred to surface of chromium resource, where it reacts again and is converted into CrClX (reaction 3).
And an added hydrocarbon gas reaction:
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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Figure 14. The friction coefficient change of pack-chromizing
treated layer following the temperature change.

C2 H 2 ( g ) + 2Cl ( g ) → 2HCl ( g ) + 2C ( g )

(5)

2C ( g ) + Cr, Fe ( s ) → ( Cr, Fe ) x C y ( s )

(6)

The gas of HCl(g) in Equation (5) makes a contribution to reaction gas support to the Equation (3) and it can take part in making the metal halide gas.
The reaction in the coating layer or surface:
CrCl2 ( g ) + H 2 ( g ) =Cr ( s ) + 2HCl ( g )
2HCl ( g ) + Cr, Fe ( s=
)

( Cr, Fe ) x ( g ) + H 2 ( g )

(7)
(8)

The reactions (1) - (4) are between the basic chromium and the activator and
they proceed to the stage when the main reaction material of the chromium alloying layer is created. In this stage, it is predicted that, if reaction (4) does not
occur well or HCl causes any reaction with other materials, reaction (3) forming
the gas resource from alloy material by the activator will be reduced causing a
thin alloying layer.
Otherwise, the model of mixed activator depleted zone describes over 900˚C
in Figure 15 that, since the main substances of the deposition layer as well as the
base material are iron (Fe) and chromium (Cr), due to the local depletion phenomenon of the activator, the pressure formed in the micro-alloying layer is not
much lower than the pressure moving in the pack-chromizing resource by the
chemical reaction so that the materials in the deposition layer (Cr or Cr-Fe alloy)
return to the pack-chromizing resource as well by the reversed reaction (like
catalyst).
The total added amount of 7Cr-3Fe mixture of chromium and iron in the
reactive alloying’s base material for the maximum suppression of the reversed
reaction by the activator, and the section of coating layer by the reaction with the
activator in the same condition are shown in the following Figure 16(a) and
Figure 16(b). When processed at 1020˚C, the micro-alloying layer is found to be
approx 30% thicker in case of high purity chromium micro-alloying layer (12
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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Bulk Pack

Activator
depleted Zone

Activator + Metal
source
depleted Zone

Specimen

Ar
CrCl

Cr

M

CrCl2

MCl6

Activator and Cr depleted model

Figure 15. Activator depleted zone model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Observation results of coating sections according to the mixtures of high purity chromium and 7Cr-3Fe mixture resource in the material. (a) Cr. (b) 7Cr-3Fe.

μm) than in the case of 7Cr-3Fe mixture resource treatment (16 μm). At this
time, the coating surface is as shown in Figure 17. It may be noted that there are
fewer pores on the surface in the case of 7Cr-3Fe mixture resource treatment
compared to the case of high purity chromium treatment.
Also, the composition of the coating material by EDS under the same condition is analyzed as shown in Figure 18. Also, the changes of major elements are
compared by temperature and time as shown in Figure 18.
When comparing the composition of substance observed in EDS and XPS, in
EDS, absolutely no Cl is found after the process at 930˚C for 20 hours while
more than 3% of Cl is found in the form of CrClx even in the surface etching
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Observation results of surface of pack-chromizing treated layer sintered-steels by SEM for each temperatures. (a) Cr.
(b) 7Cr-3Fe.

Figure 18. Chemical composition change on the surface in (a) XPS and (b) EDS analysis results in the form of each temperature
following on the micro-alloying surface via pack-chromizing treatment.

state. Also, in case of the process at 1020˚C for 20 hours as that at 930˚C, EDS
analysis result shows no Cl. The process for 10 hours shows about 0.08% of Cl.
However, in XPS, a significant amount, about 2% of Cl is observed compositions
CrClx structure.
Through such observations, it is determined by the comparison between EDS
analyzing the substances in the deeper layers and XPS analyzing the substances
only in the outermost surface that, if the reaction on the surface by the activator
as the reaction Equations (5) and (6), when the material metal is with Cr only
and exists as the mixture of 7Cr-3Fe, it affects the Cl remaining in the formation
of final micro-alloying layer.
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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In particular, if crystallized, it is possible for the structure to maintain the
strength with no corrosive impact.
Figure 19 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns for the analysis of difference in
the phase formation of diffused layer established in the chromium only resource
and in the 7Cr-3Fe mixture resource materials under the same pack-chromizing
conditions.
The main peaks are observed to be similar, with some degree of difference in
M7C3 and Cr3C2. However, in the case of chromium only and 7Cr-3Fe mixture
resource materials, there may be some difference by the temperature and the
time. The results of further study on this phenomenon is not addressed in this
paper due to the limited volume of this report but will be reported in the future.
Nevertheless, this phenomenon is determined to be related to the change of the
result of EDS observed previously.
According to the analysis results of X-ray diffraction (Figure 19), in the
chromium case of the short time processes and in the 7Cr-3Fe mixture resource
materials at 930˚C, 970˚C and 1020˚C, large amounts of chloride remain on the
surface resulting in the formation of a highly strong layer simultaneously with
the low friction characteristics. In case of the long time or at the 1020˚C, it is determined that, as HCl gas is released externally by the hydrogen reduction in the
activator due to the sufficient reaction in the chloride deficit layer, chloride
gradually percolates inside causing the reduction of amount of the activator.
The X-ray diffraction also shows that there is some difference of shape formation according to temperature but not according to chromium or 7Cr-3Fe mixture resource. However, use of 7Cr-3Fe mixture resource results in thicker layer
after same alloying duration.
The uniqueness of this phenomenon is that the amount of chloride in the micro-alloying layer reduces as the temperature increases or the time increases at
the same temperature. Compared to the formation of the depleted activator
model (activator depleted zone), although rates of the vapor pressure production
and the gas diffusion by the activator are uniform on the surface of the alloying
metal material, the diffusion distance becomes longer depending on the consumed activator and the alloying material depleted around the sample. Therefore, HCl gas supplied by the activator reversely reacts on the surface of the material and reversely produces CrClx and FeClx causing the reduction of the coating layer formation rate. Further, such a reaction results in the reduction of the
amount of chloride in the coating layer. Therefore, the results show that the
control of an optimized amount of activator is a critical factor in the
pack-chromizing process.

4. Conclusions
1) Pack-chromizing treatment of sintered steel for the purpose of anti-wear
and anti-corrosion properties improvement on the surface is considered to be
one of the methods in the surface treatment. The microscopic surface analysis
showed CrClx (metal chloride) and the comparisons showed some changes in the
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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(a)

(b)

Figure 19. The results of X-ray diffraction analysis of pack-chromizing treated layer on sintered-steel for
chromium only (Cr) and 7Cr-3Fe mixtures resource and process temperatures. (a) Cr. (b) 7Cr-3Fe mixture.
DOI: 10.4236/ampc.2018.85015
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friction coefficient even under the same conditions, and it was found that when
chloride was observed in the coating layer formed on the surface, there was a
very low friction coefficient.
2) The metal carbides M7C3 and chromium-iron carbides (Cr3C2) phase were
observed to indicate high hardness of the part formed in the conventional
pack-chromizing treated on sintered steel. When coating the part after the hydrocarbon gas (C2H2 gas) was added to the inert argon gas, it was found that the
phase were formed and more uniform and thicker coated layer was produced
compared to that of the conventional pack-chromizing.
3) The chloride content was found to be reduced if the process temperature
was high or the time was long although the same amount of activator was used,
implying that the activator’s depleted zone model was well followed. However,
using 7Cr-3Fe mixture as the coating material resulted in the same uniform
coating phase but thicker coating layer after same coating duration than using
the Cr only as the coating material.
4) The pack-chromizing process using the sintered steel is considered to be a
coating process with a great ripple effect as it can produce the high hardened and
corrosion resistant product with low cost surface layer and can yield uniform
coating layer and high corrosion resistance that cannot be realized in the wet
coating of physical vapor deposition (PVD) process.
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